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~Received 6 May 1998!
A rigorous perturbative transport equation for ballistic particles in thin films with random rough walls is
derived by the diagrammatic Keldysh technique for both quasiclassical and quantized motion across the film.
The derivation is based on canonical Migdal transformation that replaces a transport problem with random
rough walls by an equivalent problem with flat boundaries and randomly distorted bulk. The rigorous deriva-
tion requires a modification of our previously used transformation to avoid non-Hermitian perturbations. The
unusual nondiagonal structure of the effective scattering operator makes the transport equation different from
the standard Waldmann-Snider equation when the distance between quantized levels for the motion across the
film is comparable to the wall-induced perturbation. Outside of this anomalous quantum resonance region, the
transport equation is similar to that for scattering by bulk impurities. The magnitude of the anomaly is
calculated for degenerate particles and Gaussian correlations of surface inhomogeneities. The transport prob-
lem is solved analytically for the single-band occupancy and in the limiting cases of very large and very small
correlation radii of inhomogeneities for an arbitrary correlation function of surface roughness. Elsewhere, the
transport equation is analyzed numerically for the Gaussian correlation function. Transport coefficients are
expressed explicitly via the angular harmonics of the surface correlation function; in the anomalous region, the
results contain certain supplemental correlators. The results reveal various effects of interwall correlations on
transport including an oscillatory dependence on the number of occupied minibands. The transition from
quantum to quasiclassical description of ballistic motion across the ~thick! film can be hindered by residual
interwall interference effects similar to those in classical optic problems for thick films without bulk attenua-
tion. Erroneous matrix elements in our previous calculations have been corrected. @S0163-1829~98!05943-8#
I. INTRODUCTION
Interaction of particles and waves with random rough
walls has been studied for decades in various contexts from
light and sound propagation to electron transport to gas dy-
namics and hydrodynamics ~see Refs. 1–7!. Repeated scat-
tering of particles by random surface inhomogeneities leads
to the formation of the mean free path, quantum interference
effects, and localization. If the inhomogeneities are small,
the quantum interference is weak and the wall-imposed lo-
calization length is large.8–13 Thus, the localization effects
should be studied after or in the frame of the diffusion
problem.14–16 The aim of this paper is to describe diffusion
flows between rough walls in thin films, wires, layers, quan-
tum wells, waveguides, etc., explicitly via the statistic and
geometric properties of wall roughness, namely, via the cor-
relation function of surface inhomogeneities.
Recent advances in molecular-beam epitaxy, quantum
waveguides and wells, and nanotechnology have renewed
interest in this transport problem ~early data are reviewed in
Refs. 17 and 18; for recent data, see Refs. 19–34 and refer-
ences therein!. Many theoretical approaches to flows along
rough walls involve either oversimplified specular, diffuse,
or Fuchs boundary conditions, or overcomplicated integro-
differential boundary conditions2–6,35,36 often ignoring the
geometric and statistic properties of the surface. Perturbative
expansions for weak roughness ~see, e.g., Refs. 1, 2, 6, 7, 17,
27, 28, 33, 34, 37, 38, and references therein! can take the
shape of the surface into account, though the main attention
is usually paid to the scattering S matrix rather than to the
transport equation which is assumed to have a standard bulk-
like form. This assumption is often wrong. Below we derive
and solve a rigorous quantum transport equation specifically
for the situation when the scattering by random surface in-
homogeneities is the main scattering mechanism. We intro-
duce explicitly an effective bulk perturbation operator, which
is exactly equivalent to the boundary problem with slight
roughness, and derive a diagrammatic transport equation for
this random operator. The transport equation is quantum in
the direction perpendicular to the walls and is quasiclassical
along the walls.
Ballistic transport between rough walls is determined by
correlation of consecutive particle collisions with the oppo-
site walls and by quantum multiple scattering by the same
wall. These effects depend differently on intrawall and inter-
wall correlations of surface inhomogeneities, and are deter-
mined by three spatial scales—the particle wavelength l,
distance between the walls L , and the correlation radii Ri j of
intrawall and interwall correlations. Our description of bal-
listic transport between random rough walls is valid for an
arbitrary combination of these scales. The transport equation
is solved, where possible analytically, in a wide range of
parameters.
The main finding is that there is a range of parameters in
which the quantum transport problem between rough walls is
qualitatively different from transport with bulk impurity scat-
tering and all previous versions of the transport
equation39,23,27,28,34,40 fail. The anomaly occurs when the dis-
tance between the quantized energy levels V j j8 for the mo-
tion across the film is comparable to the collision operator,
1/t̂V;1. In this quantum resonance region, transport cannot
be described with the help of any single-wall S matrix and
bulklike Boltzmann-Waldmann-Snider transport equation. In
effect, our results provide the interference S matrix for scat-
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tering from two opposite walls with the quantized motion
between them. In a wide range of parameters, this S matrix is
simple despite the interference of scattering from the oppo-
site walls. In the anomalous range, the S matrix is compli-
cated and involves new supplemental correlators. The opera-
tor structure of this S matrix requires a major change in the
form of the transport equation. Since flow channels are al-
ways restricted by two opposite boundaries, this anomaly is
unavoidable in transport problems in the absence of bulk
attenuation. We demonstrate how to solve this transport
problem, and find the scope of deviation from the results
based on a standard transport equation. Our procedure is
mathematically rigorous, and all the restrictions are readily
quantified. Unfortunately, all calculations for the anomalous
region are extremely cumbersome.
In addition, we performed a systematic analysis of the
transport manifestations of possible interwall correlations of
surface inhomogeneities. These effects are more pronounced
for quantized motion perpendicular to the walls. Sometimes,
the interwall interference suppresses the quasiclassical limit
for ballistic particles even for thick films.
Note that, in contrast, for example, to the diffraction prob-
lem or propagation through the layered media, the most im-
portant transport calculations for narrow channels are those
for slight roughness. If the roughness is strong, the particles
are dephased by each wall collision, and the transport prob-
lem becomes trivial. Formally, the results below are obtained
for thin 2D films or quantum wells with random rough walls.
These results, with minor modifications, can be applied to
narrow 1D channels as long as we do not consider localiza-
tion effects caused by scattering from random inhomogene-
ities, which are, of course, much stronger in 1D channels
than in 2D films.
In the next section we discuss rigorous mapping of the
boundary scattering problem onto the bulk. The standard dia-
grammatic technique operates with Hermitian operators and
requires the Jacobian of mapping transformation to be J
51. Therefore, we are forced to modify our original map-
ping transformation40–42 to ensure that the Jacobian J51 and
all operators are Hermitian. This modification becomes im-
portant in the anomalous region, and is unnecessary outside
of it. In Sec. II we also correct an error in our previous
expressions for matrix elements.
The diagrammatic transport equation for ballistic trans-
port is derived in Sec. III with an emphasis on the deviation
from the standard Boltzmann-Waldmann-Snider form when
the gaps between the quantized levels for finite motion
across the film are comparable to the wall-induced effective
perturbation. The transport equation is compared with the
one for the scattering by bulk impurities in quantum and
quasiclassical limits.
In Sec. IV the transport equation is solved analytically in
the limiting cases of large and small correlation radii of sur-
face inhomogeneities. In Sec. V we calculate the transport
coefficients, where possible analytically, for the Gaussian
correlation of surface inhomogeneities in a wide range of
parameters in quantum and quasiclassical regimes. In the
anomalous region, we compare numerical results based on
exact and standard transport equations. The analytical and
numerical calculations reveal the nontrivial effect of inter-
wall correlations on transport. The comparison with other
recent transport data is discussed in a separate subsec-
tion. The final section presents the summary of our results.
II. MAPPING OF BOUNDARY SCATTERING
ONTO THE BULK
One of the simplest rigorous derivations of the scattering
operator for random rough walls is based on a coordinate
transformation that flattens the boundary and transfers inho-
mogeneities to the bulk equations of motion. This idea has
been used for electromagnetic and acoustic wave scattering,
diffraction patterns, wave guides, etc., for many years ~see
Refs. 2, 6, 8, 9, 39, 43–49, and references therein!. One of
the earliest examples is the Migdal transformation in nuclear
physics. The use of the Migdal-like transformation for trans-
port problems was discussed in Refs. 50 and 51, but without
an explicit expression for the coordinate transformation.
Independently,40–42 we suggested an explicit form of a nec-
essary coordinate transformation and expressed transport and
localization parameters for ballistic transport in systems with
random rough walls explicitly via the wall profile, namely,
via the correlation function of wall inhomogeneities. Later,
the same transformation was used for conductance in 1D
rough cylindrical wires.52
This mapping of the random boundary problem onto a
problem with a random bulk Hamiltonian provides a basis
for a rigorous perturbation expansion for slight roughness—
roughness with small amplitude and aperture of surface in-
homogeneities. What is missing is a rigorous transport equa-
tion for such a Hamiltonian: our previous heuristic treatment
in the frame of the same transport equation as for the usual
bulk imperfections ~impurities! is not always adequate be-
cause of peculiar operator properties of the effective collision
operator. These anomalies are quite general and restrict ap-
plication of other transport calculations.2,23,28,34,48
A. Mapping transformation
We consider an infinite 2D channel of the average thick-
ness L with rough boundaries
x5L/22j1~y ,z !, x52L/21j2~y ,z !. ~1!
The inhomogeneities are small, j1(y ,z),j2(y ,z)!L , and
random, ^j1&5^j2&50, with the correlation function
z ik~ usu!5^j i~s1!jk~s11s!&[E j i~s1!jk~s11s!ds1 ,
~2!
z ik~q!5E d2seiqs/\z ik~s!5j i~q!jk~2q!,
where s and q are the 2D vectors in the wall plane y ,z .
The correlation functions z11 and z22 describe intrawall
correlations of inhomogeneities, and z125z21 describe
interwall correlations. The second equation in Eqs. ~2!
is valid for z12 only if opposite walls are correlated; other-
wise, z1250. Our classical results42 contained only the over-
all width of the channel j1(s)5j11j2 and the correlator
z15^j1(s1)j1(s2)&5z111z2212z12 . In Ref. 40, we as-
sumed that this result holds for quantum transport as well. As
we will see, for quantized motion one should retain both j1
and j25j22j1 .
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We will express the transport coefficients via the angular
harmonics of an arbitrary set of correlation functions z ik(s),
and supplement general expressions by computations for
Gaussian correlations,
z ik~s!5l ik
2 exp~2s2/2Rik
2 !,
~3!
z ik~q!52pl ik
2 Rik
2 exp~2q2Rik
2 /2!
including the case of small correlation radius R!0, i.e., the
d-type correlations,
z ik~s!5l ik
2 Rik
2 d~s !/s , z ik~q!52pl ik
2 Rik
2
. ~4!
To avoid the parameter clutter, in numerical calculations we
assume that all three correlation lengths are the same, R11
5R225R125R , while the amplitudes aik , l ik5Aaikl , with
some typical scale l , may be different.
In Refs. 41, 42, and 40 we used the coordinate transfor-
mation
X5
L@x2j2~y ,z !/2#
L2j1~y ,z !
~5!
which made the walls ~1! flat, X56L/2, and did not change
the coordinates along the walls, Y5y , Z5z . The Jacobian
J of such transformation JÞ1 and the Hamiltonian
Hˆ 5p2/2m in momentum variables $Px ,y ,z% canonically con-
jugate to $X ,Y ,Z% contained the non-Hermitian terms.
We dealt with this either by symmetrizing the perturbation
Vˆ!(Vˆ 1Vˆ †)/2 in Refs. 41 and 42, or by ignoring the non-
Hermitian nature of Vˆ in Ref. 40. As we will see, both ap-
proaches are correct in the range of parameters in which the
transport equation keeps its standard form. Beyond this
range, the symmetry properties of the perturbation are cru-
cial.
Rigorous diagrammatic derivation requires that all opera-
tors are Hermitian and coordinate transformations have the
Jacobian J51. Thus, we are forced to supplement the
stretching of the film thickness ~5! by isotropic stretching of
coordinates (y ,z) along the film to have J51:
Y5y@11g~s!# , Z5z@11g~s!# ,
g~s!52
1
L E0
1
j1~as!a da . ~6!
B. Effective Hamiltonian and scattering probabilities
In new momentum variables p!P, which are conjugate
to Eqs. ~5! and ~6!, the bulk Hamiltonian Hˆ 5p2/2m acquires
the form
Hˆ 5
Pˆ 2
2m 1V
ˆ , Vˆ 5Vˆ x1Vˆ y1Vˆ z1Vˆ 2 , Vˆ x5
j1
mL P
ˆ
x
2
,
Vˆ i5
1
2m F S XL j1i8 2 12 j2i8 D Pˆ xPˆ i1Pˆ iS XL j1i8 2 12 j2i8 D Pˆ xG ,
~7!
Vˆ 25
1
m
@g~s!Pˆ iPˆ i1iskPˆ ig~s!Pˆ iPˆ k1Pˆ ig~s!Pˆ i
1 12 iskPˆ iPˆ ig~s!Pˆ k# ,
where the indices (i ,k) take the values (y ,z). Equation ~7!
differs from Refs. 40–42 by the presence of j2 and the
integral terms with g~s! originating from Eq. ~6!. The pertur-
bation expansion with the Hamiltonian ~7! linearized in j
requires small and smooth inhomogeneities,
l!L ,R . ~8!
The condition l!R does not restrict our approach to the
large-size inhomogeneities. The physical scale for the corre-
lation range is defined by the particles wavelength l and not
by the height of inhomogeneities l . For longwave particles
l@R , the correlations are essentially d-like ~4!. The exact
profile of z ik is important only for l,R .
The non-Hermitian operator Xˆ Pˆ x in Vˆ i ~7! is the source of
all anomalies. The terms with g in Eq. ~7!, related to the
transformation ~6!, make the full perturbation Vˆ Hermitian at
a price of more cumbersome equations than Refs. 40–42.
The nondiagonal structure of the scattering vertex, which is
determined by Vˆ , hinders the derivation of the transport
equation. This complication is not an accidental peculiarity
of our method. The off-diagonal terms reflect the fact that the
film thickness is changing randomly along the film leading to
the violation of the conservation law for Px even after aver-
aging. As a result, the scattering vertex is always non-
diagonal with nontrivial operator properties.50,53
The transformations ~5! and ~6! reduce the transport prob-
lem between rough walls to an equivalent transport problem
with ideal specular walls C(L/2)5C(2L/2)50 and dis-
torted bulk Hamiltonian ~7!. In thin films, the unperturbed
motion of particles across the films is quantized, (Px) j
5p j /L , with the wave functions
C j~r!5A2/v0exp~ iqs!sin@p j~X1L/2!/L# ~9!
(v0 is the volume). The matrix elements of Vˆ are
Vqj ,q8 j85
d j j8
mL Fj1~q82q!S p jL D
2
1
1
4 ~q8
22q2!~q81q! ]
]~q82q! g~q82q!G
2
12d j j8
mL
j j8
j822 j2 ~q8
22q2!F j1~q82q! 11~21 ! j1 j82 1j2~q82q! 12~21 ! j1 j82 G ,
~10!
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g~q!52
1
L E1
`
j1~aq!
da
a
.
Even without the terms with g and j2 , the matrix elements ~10! are slightly different from those in Refs. 42 and 40 because
of an error in our previous expressions. The randomness of inhomogeneities, ^j&50, means that ^Vˆ &j50. All nonvanishing
averages start from the quadratic combinations of the matrix elements Vqj ,q8 j8 .
The transition probabilities W in the collision operator in the transport equation are quadratic in Vˆ ~10! and can be
expressed, after averaging over random functions j, via the correlation functions z:
^Vq1 j1 ,q18 j18Vq18 j2 ,q28 j28&j5~2p!
2W j1 j18 j2 j28
~1 !
~q1 ,q18!d~q12q28!,
~11!
W j1 j18 j2 j28
~1 !
~q1 ,q18!5
1
m2L2 $z11~21 !
j11 j181 j21 j281z221z12@~21 ! j11 j181~21 ! j21 j28#%
3H F S p j1L D 22 14 ~q122q182!2~q182q1!2 Gd j1 j181~q122q182! ~12d j1 j18! j1 j18j1822 j12 J
3H F S p j2L D 22 14 ~q122q182!2~q182q1!2 Gd j2 j282~q122q182! ~12d j2 j28! j2 j28j2822 j22 J
1
d j1 j18d j2 j28
4m2L2 F z˜ 112z11 1 z˜ 222z22 12 z˜ 11z˜ 22Az11z22G ~q1
22q18
2!2
~q182q1!4
@q1
2q18
22~q18q1!2# ,
where ^ &j stands for the averaging over j, the ‘‘supplemental’’ correlation functions z˜ ii are
z˜ ii~q!5z˜ ii~2q!5j i~q!j˜ i~2q!,
~12!
j˜ i~q!5qe ]]q E1
`
j i~aq!
da
a
,
e is the unit vector perpendicular to q in the plane of the wall ~since W is quadratic in e, a choice of two possible orientations
of e is irrelevant!, and the correlation functions in Eq. ~11! are z ik(q182q1) and z˜ ik(q182q1). W j1 j18 j2 j28
(1)
~11! is only a part of the
transition probability W j1 j18 j2 j285W j1 j18 j2 j28
(1)
1W j1 j18 j2 j28
(2) ; the expression for W j1 j18 j2 j28
(2) is given in the Appendix.
C. Standard Waldmann-Snider transport equation
Heuristically,40–42 one can treat Vˆ ~7! within the Boltzmann equation for particles with minibands e jq5@(p j /L)2
1q2#/2m with discrete quantum number j ,
] tdn~e j ,q!1
q
m
]rdn~e j ,q!1F]qdn~e j ,q!5L j$ni%. ~13!
Equation ~13! is often called the Waldmann-Snider equation.54 The perturbative collision integrals L j are determined by the
transition probabilities W j j8(q,q8)[W j j8 j8 j(q,q8)5^uV jq, j8q8u2& between the states ( j ,q)!( j8,q8),
L j52p(
j8
E W j j8~q,q8!@n j88 2n j#d~e jq2e j8q8! d
2q8
~2p!2 . ~14!
Equation ~11! gives the part W j j8 j8 j
(1) (q,q8) of the full transition probability W5W (1)1W (2) in Eq. ~14!:
W j j8 j8 j
~1 !
~q,q8!5
1
m2L2 @z111z2212z12~21 !
j1 j8#
3H F S p jL D 22 14 ~q22q82!2~q82q!2 G
2
d j j81~q
22q82!2
~12d j j8! j2 j82
~ j822 j2!2 J
1
d j j8
4m2L2 F z˜ 112z11 1 z˜ 222z22 12 z˜ 11z˜ 22Az11z22G ~q
22q82!2
~q82q!4 @q
2q822~q8q!2# . ~15!
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W j j8 j8 j
(2)
can be found in the Appendix. Since the terms with (q22q82)d j j8 do not contribute to Eq. ~13! because of the energy
d functions d(e jq2e j8q8) in the integrand ~14!, Eq. ~15! can be simplified:
W j j8 j8 j
~1 !
~q,q8!5
1
m2L2 @z111z2212z12~21 !
j1 j8#S p jL D
2S p j8L D
2
. ~16!
For the same reason, the terms with W j j8 j8 j
(2) (q,q8) from the Appendix disappear completely from the Boltzmann-Waldmann-
Snider transport equation ~13!:
L j5
1
2pm2L2 (j8
S p jL D
2S p j8L D
2E d2q8@z111z2212z12~21 ! j1 j8#@n j8~q8!2n j~q!#d~e j8q82e jq! ~17!
~the difference from Refs. 41, 42, and 50 is explained by the above-mentioned difference in the matrix elements!. The equation
is quasiclassical along the walls and quantum in the transverse direction and requires, apart from condition ~8!, one of the two
quasiclassical conditions
l/L!q2R2, q3RL2 or 1!qR . ~18!
Note that the simplicity of the collision operator ~17! is not accidental and is common to a wide range of problems with rough
surfaces and interfaces as long as the collision operators contain the energy d function. A similar transport equation was used
recently, though without the interwall term, in Refs. 23, 28, and 34. The heuristic transport equations ~13! and ~17! can be
wrong even under conditions ~8! and ~18!.
III. DERIVATION OF THE TRANSPORT EQUATION
A. Diagrammatic derivation
To derive a rigorous transport equation for particles with the Hamiltonian ~7! in finite films, we use the Keldysh procedure
and notations of Ref. 55 in combination with the averaging technique.56 In principle, we could use alternative diagrammatic
techniques.57,56 In multiband systems e jq , these techniques require an inversion of large matrices. In contrast to scattering by
bulk impurities, these nondiagonal matrices cannot be inverted analytically, thus requiring numerical calculations from the
start. The use of the transport equation postpones the inversion problem to the last stage, namely to the stage of solving the
transport equation. This allows us to find an analytical dependence of transport coefficients on physical parameters.
In films with quantized motion (Px) j , the single-particle distribution is a matrix in the indices j ,
n j j8~ t ,s,q!52i
2
L limt5t15t220
E G21~ t1 ,r1 ;t2 ,r2!exp@2iq~s12s2!#
3sin@p j~X12L/2!/L#sin@p j8~X22L/2!/L#d~s12s2!dX1dX2 . ~19!
The Fourier image of the equilibrium Green’s function Gˆ j j8
(0)
without interaction Vˆ ~7!, is
Gˆ j j8
~0 !
~v1 ,q1 ;v2 ,q2!5~2p!3d~v12v2!d~q12q2!d j j8Gˆ j
~0 !~v1 ,q1!,
where the 6 components of the matrix Gˆ j
(0) are
G j
~0 !66~v ,q!5
71
v2e jq1m1i0
22piS 1612 2n j~q! D d~v2e jq1m!,
~20!
G j
~0 !67~v ,q!52piS n j~q!2 1612 D d~v2e jq1m!.
As usual, the transport equation is determined by the diagram in Fig. 1~a!,
G j j8
21
~v ,q;v8,q8!5G j j8
~V !21
~v ,q;v8,q8!1~2p!2 (
j1 , j18 , j2 , j28
E dG1dG18dG2dG28d~v12v18!d~v22v28!Vq1 j1 ,q18 j18Vq2 j2 ,q28 j28
3@Gˆ j j1
~V !~v ,q;v1 ,q1!Gˆ j18 j2
~V !
~v18 ,q18 ;v2 ,q2!Gˆ j28 j8~v28 ,q28 ;v8,q8!#
21
, ~21!
where the index (V) in Gˆ j j1
(V) denotes the nonequilibrium Green’s function without interaction Vˆ and dG i5dv id2qi /(2p)3. In
Fig. 1, the indices a,b take the values 6, while the numerical indices 1,18, etc., correspond to ( j ,v ,q), ( j8,v8,q8), etc. The
diagrams with an odd number of dashed ~scattering! lines disappear after averaging over inhomogeneities and are not included
in Fig. 1.
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The second relevant diagram differs from Fig. 1~a! by having the bold line to the left of the interaction. To get the transport
equation, we multiply these two diagrams by G (0)21 ~the first one by v2e jq1m , the second one by v82e j8q81m), and
subtract one from another. Then the left-hand side ~LHS! becomes
~v2v82e jq1e j8q8!G j j8
21
~v ,q;v8,q8!. ~22!
After we separate slow and fast variables and perform the Fourier transform over the slow ones,
G j j8
21
~v ,q;v8,q8!5G j j8
21S v2v8,q2q8; v1v82 , q1q82 D5E exp@ i~v2v8!t2i~q2q8!s#G j j821S t ,s; v1v82 , q1q82 D dtds,
~23!
Eq. ~22! assumes the form
S ] t1 q1q82m ]s1iV j j8DG j j821S t ,s; v1v82 , q1q82 D , ~24!
where we multiplied the equation by 2i and introduced the interband transition frequencies
V j j85
1
2m S pL D
2
@ j22 j82# . ~25!
To get the equation for the distribution function from the equation for G j j8
21
, we integrate the equation over the fast frequency
variable:
n j j8S t ,s; q1q82 D52iE d~v1v8!4p G j j821S t ,s; v1v82 , q1q82 D . ~26!
Finally, the LHS ~24! of the transport equation reduces to a usual form
S ] t1 q1q82m ]s1iV j j8D n j j8S t ,s; q1q82 D . ~27!
The same operations should be performed over the collision operator on the right-hand side ~RHS! of the equation.
B. Collision operator
In the lowest order in Vˆ , we can disregard Vˆ in the remaining full Green’s function Gˆ j28 j8(v28 ,q28 ;v8,q8) in the RHS of Eq.
~21!, and replace Gˆ j28 j8 by G
ˆ j28 j8
(V)
. After this, the averaging over surface inhomogeneities ^ &j @connecting the interaction lines
in the diagram of Fig. 1~b!# becomes trivial since the only term that has to be averaged is the quadratic combination of the
matrix elements of Vˆ ~10!.
Close to equilibrium, the kinetic equation can be linearized, Gˆ (V)5Gˆ (0)1dGˆ . Using the definition of the Green’s functions
Gˆ j j8
(V)
via the construction operators aˆ †,aˆ , it is easy to show that, since Gˆ (V) does not depend on interaction, all four ~6!
components of dGˆ are the same, dG j j8
66
5dG j j8
76
5dG j j8 . Then the RHS of the linearized transport equation ~21! acquires the
form
(
j18 j2
E d2q18
~2p!2 F W j j18 j2 j8~q,q18 ,q81q182q,q8!dG j18 j2~v ,q18 ;v8,q81q182q!@G j8A ~v8,q8!2G jR~v ,q!#1W j j18 j18 j2~q,q18 ,q18 ,q!dG j2 j8~v ,q;v8,q8!G j18R ~v ,q18!
2W j2 j18 j18 j8~q8,q18 ,q18 ,q8!dG j j2~v ,q;v8,q8!G j18
A
~v8,q18!
G , ~28!
where G j
R(v ,q) and G jA(v ,q) are the usual unperturbed retarded and advanced Green’s functions,
FIG. 1. Nonvanishing diagrams ~a! before and ~b! after averaging over surface inhomogeneities. The diagram ~a! is exact; ~b! is truncated
in the second order.
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G j
A ,R~v ,q!5
1
v2e jq1m7i0
[P
1
v2e jq1m
6ipd~v2e jq1m!. ~29!
After we separate fast and slow variables as in Eq. ~23!,
dG j j8~v1 ,q1 ;v2 ,q2!5~2p!
3g j j8S v11v22 , q11q22 D d~v2v11v2!d~k2q11q2!,
the integrand in Eq. ~28! reduces to
W j j18 j2 j8~q
1
,q1
18
,q1
28
,q2!g j18 j2~q0 ,q18!@G j8
A
~q0
2
,q2!2G j
R~q0
1
,q1!#
1W j j18 j18 j2~q
1
,q1
18
,q1
18
,q1!g j2 j8~q0 ,q!G j18
R
~q0
1
,q1
18!
2W j2 j18 j18 j8~q
2
,q1
28
,q1
28
,q2!g j j2~q0 ,q!G j18
A
~q0
2
,q1
28!, ~30!
where q6[q6k/2, q0
6[q06v/2, and q0 is the temporal
~frequency! component of the 3-vector (q0 ,q).
The Green’s functions GA ,R ~29! contain both singular
~d-type! and regular @P(1/x)# contributions. Under the usual
circumstances, when the equation contains only the diagonal
components of the Green’s functions g j j , the regular parts
disappear from the differences G j
A2G j
R and from the equa-
tion, and the Green’s functions can be expressed via the de-
viation of the single-particle distribution from the equilib-
rium dn j j :
g j j~v ,q!52pidn j j~q!d~v2e jq1m!. ~31!
Then the transport equation for the Green’s function reduces
to a standard Boltzmann-Waldmann-Snider equation ~13!.
This is not the case when the equation contains the off-
diagonal Green’s functions g j j8 , and the differences G j
A
2G j8
R
retain the principal part integrals P(1/x).
C. Coupling to off-diagonal Green’s functions
The coupling to off-diagonal Green’s functions dG j j8 is
important only when the separation between the energy lev-
els V j j8 is comparable to transition probabilities W , V j j8( j
Þ j8)5(p2/2mL2)u j22 j82u;W , i.e., for not very thin films.
If V j j8( jÞ j8)@W , one can neglect the off-diagonal dG j j8 ,
and all the difficulties disappear. The opposite case V j j8( j
Þ j8)!W is effectively a single-band case and is also
simple.
The coupling to off-diagonal components of the Green’s
function dG j j8 in Eq. ~30! hinders the transition from the
transport equation for the Green’s function g j j8 to the equa-
tion for the distribution functions dn j j8 : the integration of
the type ~26! cannot transform simultaneously all the Green’s
functions dG j j8 in Eq. ~30! into dn j j8 . In other words, it is
impossible to represent all dG j j8 in the form ~31! so that all
the d functions in the equations get canceled out in the same
uniform manner as in the case of purely diagonal equations.
At present, we can solve this problem for low-temperature
degenerate systems T!0 by using the method that we have
developed recently58 for the spin dynamics of the off-
diagonal single-particle density matrix n"# in spin-polarized
Fermi liquids. ~The same approach to high-temperature sys-
tems is less constructive: it leads to an extra integral equation
instead of a finite set of linear equations as in the case of
degenerate systems.! The main difference from Ref. 58 is
that Ref. 58 describes a two-level exchange system for which
the interaction does not depend on the energy level and re-
duces to products of Kronecker d’s in level indices j . As a
result, we performed the exact summation of all diagrams
and calculated the Fermi liquid renormalizations to the trans-
port equation. Our present multiband system with large indi-
ces j requires inversion of large matrices. Since the interac-
tion depends explicitly on the band indices j and does not
reduce to a product of Kronecker symbols in indices j , the
explicit analytical inversion is impossible and the Fermi-
liquid renormalizations cannot be calculated.
In the anomalous region V j j8;W , we can split g j j8 into
regular (R) and singular (S) parts, g j j85g j j8
R
1g j j8
S
where
the singular part contains the d-type factors d(v2e jq1m).
Equation ~30! for g j j8
R
contains g j j8
S
only in the integrands,
W j j18 j2 j8~q
1
,q1
1
,q1
2
,q2!g j18 j2
S
~q0 ,q1!PS 1q022e j8q2 1m 2
1
q0
12e jq
11m D , ~32!
where e jq
6[e j(q6k/2). Here the difference of the principal parts P(1/x) is of the order of v2kq/m2V j j8 and is, therefore,
of the order of W . Then the whole integrand ~32! is of the second order in W and is small. Since most of the terms with g j j8
R
in the same equation are of the first order in W , this makes g j j8
R
!g j j8
S
. This, in turn, means that g j j8
R
can be neglected in the
integrands ~28! and ~32! of the collision operator in the equation for g j j8
S
:
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ipW j j18 j2 j8~q
1
,q1
18
,q1
28
,q2!g j18 j2
S
~q0 ,q18!@d~q0
22e j8q
2
1m!1d~q0
12e jq
11m!#
1W j j18 j18 j2~q
1
,q1
18
,q1
18
,q1!g j2 j8
S
~q0 ,q!G j18
R
~q0
1
,q1
18!
2W j2 j18 j18 j8~q
2
,q1
28
,q1
28
,q2!g j j2
S ~q0 ,q!G j18
A
~q0
2
,q1
28!. ~33!
Without the off-diagonal Green’s functions g j j8
S
, all the d functions in each term would be the same, and Eq. ~33! could be
easily written on this single mass surface as an equation for dn j j8 using Eq. ~31!. With the off-diagonal Green’s functions g j j8
S
in Eq. ~33!, the terms contain different d functions. Thus g j j8
S
cannot be written consistently in the form ~31! with a single d
function, but should contain a linear combination of all these d functions incorporating, therefore, all relevant mass surfaces
g j j8
S
~q0 ,q!52ip(
i
@dn j j8
i1
~q0 ,q!d~q0
12e iq
11m!1dn j j8
i2
~q0 ,q!d~q0
22e iq
21m!# ~34!
with the ‘‘partial distributions’’ dn j j8
i6 (q)[dn j j8
i (e iq67v/22m;q). The full distribution function is
dn j j8~v ,k;q!5(i @dn j j8
i1
~e iq
12v/22m;q!1dn j j8
i2
~e iq
21v/22m;q!# . ~35!
Finally, the kinetic equation becomes a set of equations for partial distributions dn j j8
i6
:
S v2 kq
m
2V j j8D dn j j8i1 ~q!5(j18 j2 E
d2q1
~2p!2 Q j j8, j18 j2
1
~k,q;q1!, ~36!
where the integrand Q j j8, j18 j2
1 (k,q;q1) is equal to
ipW j j18 j2 j8~q
1
,q1
1
,q1
2
,q2!d i j
3(
l
@dn j18 j2
l1
~q1!d~e iq
12e lq1
1 !1dn j18 j2
l2
~q1!d~e iq
12e lq1
2 2v!#
1W j j18 j18 j2~q
1
,q1
1
,q1
1
,q1!dn j2 j8
i1
~q!G j18
R
~e iq
12m ,q1
1!2W j2 j18 j18 j8~q
2
,q1
2
,q1
2
,q2!dn j j2
i1 ~q!G j18
A
~e iq
12m2v ,q1
2!.
The equation for dn j j8
i2 (q0 ,q)5@dn j j8
i1 (q0 ,q)#† is the Hermitian conjugate to Eq. ~36! with k!2k, v!2v . This equation
should be compared with a standard kinetic equation which involves only diagonal states and can be written as a set of
equations for densities of particles dn j5dn j j
j on each level:
S v2 kq
m
D dn j1~q!5(
j18
E d2q1
~2p!2 Q j j18
1
~k,q;q1! ~37!
with the integrand Q j j18
1 (k,q;q1),
ipW j j18 j18 j~q
1
,q1
1
,q1
2
,q2!@dn j18
1
~q1!d~e jq
12e j18q1
1
!1dn j18
2
~q1!d~e jq
12e j18q1
2
2v!#
1dn j
1~q!@W j j18 j18 j~q
1
,q1
1
,q1
1
,q1!G j18
R
~e jq
12m ,q1
1!2W j j18 j18 j~q
2
,q1
2
,q1
2
,q2!G j18
A
~e jq
12m2v ,q1
2!# .
D. Transport equation
Equations ~36! and ~37! are quantum kinetic equations with finite v and k. For transport problems, we should consider
these equations in a quasiclassical ~and hydrodynamic! limit for the motion along the film ~the motion across the film
remains quantized!. In other words, we should expand these equations in small k and v, and, for transport calculations, put
v5k50 in the collision integral Q . Then Eq. ~36! reduces to
S v2 kq
m
2V j j8D dn j j8i ~q!5(j18 j2 E
d2q1
~2p!2 Q j j8, j18 j2~q,q1! ~38!
with
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Q j j8, j18 j25ipW j j18 j2 j8~q,q1 ,q1 ,q!~d i j1d i j8!(l dn j18 j2
l
~q1!d@e i~q!2e l~q1!#1W j j18 j18 j2~q,q1 ,q1 ,q!dn j2 j8
i
~q!
3G j18
R
@e i~q!2m ,q1#2W j2 j18 j18 j8~q,q1 ,q1 ,q!dn j j2
i ~q!G j18
A
@e i~q!2m ,q1#
and dn j j8
i1
5dn j j8
i2
5dn j j8
i /2. In the same limit, the standard kinetic equation ~37! reduces to
S v2 kq
m
D dn j~q!5(
j18
E d2q1
~2p!2 Q j j18~q,q1! ~39!
with
Q j j185W j j18 j18 j~q,q1 ,q1 ,q!$2ipdn j18~q1!d~e jq2e j18q!1dn j~q!@G j18
R
~e jq2m ,q1!2G j18
A
~e jq2m ,q1!#%.
In the latter equation, the principal part integrals from G j18
R
and 2G j18
A
~29! cancel each other while the d-type contributions are
the same, and we return to the same Waldmann-Snider equations ~13! and ~17! as the one that we used earlier:41,42,40
S v2 kq
m
D dn j~q!52ip(
j8
E d2q8
~2p!2 W j j8 j8 j~q,q8,q8,q!@dn j8~q8!2dn j~q!#de j~q!2e j8~q8!. ~40!
The transport equation ~38! is a set of integral equations in the partial densities dn j j8
i
which describe the Green’s functions
dG j j8 on a set of mass surfaces. This situation is typical for transport problems which involve the off-diagonal states. The main
obstacle to solving this set is a rapid growth in a size of the set with increasing number S of occupied minibands e j . While
the standard Waldmann-Snider transport equation ~39! consists of S integral equations for complex variables dn j[dn j j
j
, the
number of coupled integral equations ~38! for dn j j8
i increases as S3. This makes an exact solution for systems with a large
number of bands, as in the Boltzmann temperature range, practically impossible. For degenerate Fermi systems, the situation
is better: the energy d functions de j(q)2eF automatically reduce the integral equations in q to a set of S3 linear equations
at q5qjF for a finite number of bands S . These equations can be solved explicitly even for a fairly large number of bands S .
Calculation of transport coefficients, such as diffusion, mobility, or conductivity s, should be done using the transport Eq.
~38! in which we can disregard the principal part integrals in G j18
R
,G j18
A
,
ip(
j18 j2
E d2q1
~2p!2 F W j j18 j2 j8~q,q1 ,q1 ,q!~d i j1d i j8!(l dn j18 j2l ~q1!d~e iq2e lq1!2@W j j18 j18 j2~q,q1 ,q1 ,q!dn j2 j8i ~q!1W j2 j18 j18 j8~q,q1 ,q1 ,q!dn j j2i ~q!#
3d~e jq2e j18q1!
G
52V j j8dn j j8
i
~q!2
i
m
Fqd i jd i j8d~e jq2m!, ~41!
where F is the external force ~electric field! and m is the chemical potential ~Fermi energy!. The disregarded integrals
compensate neglected diagrams of the first order in Vˆ , but with Vˆ expanded up to the second order in j. This compensation is
similar to the cancellation of Fermi-liquid renormalizations for Larmor frequencies of spin waves at k50.
In degenerate systems, we look for the solutions in the form of angular Fourier harmonics on the Fermi surfaces:
dn j j8
i
~q!5dn j j8
i
~u!d~e iq2m!. ~42!
Then all the energy d functions in Eq. ~41! get canceled:
m(
j18 j2
E du14p F (l W j j18 j2 j8~qi ,ql ,cos x!~d i j1d i j8!dn j18 j2l ~u1!
2@W j j18 j18 j2~qi ,q j18,cos x!dn j2 j8
i
~u!1W j2 j18 j18 j8~qi ,q j18,cos x!dn j j2
i ~u!#
G
5iV j j8dn j j8
i
~u!2Fq jcos ud i jd i j8 /m , ~43!
where q j is the Fermi momentum on the level j , @q j21(p j /L)2#/2m5m , W j j18 j2 j8(q,q1 ,q1 ,q) becomes W j j18 j2 j8(qi ,ql ,cos x)
with uqu5qi and uq1u5ql , u (or u1) is the angle between F and q (or q1), and x is the angle between q and q1 .
Only the first angular Fourier harmonic dn j j8
i(1)
of the distribution ~42!,
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dn j j8
i
~u!5
1
2 dn j j8
i~0 !
1(
s51
`
dn j j8
i~s !
cos~su!,
~44!
W~x!5
1
2 W
~0 !1(
s51
`
W ~s !cos~sx!, W ~s !52E
0
2p
W~x!cos~sx!
dx
2p ,
contributes to conductivity,
s5
e2
2pF (i , j qidn j j
i~1 !
. ~45!
The equation for this harmonic has the form
m
4 (j18 j2
F ~d i j1d i j8!(l W j j18 j2 j8~1 ! ~qi ,ql!dn j18 j2l~1 ! 2@W j j18 j18 j2~0 ! ~qi ,q j18!dn j2 j8i~1 ! 1W j2 j18 j18 j8~0 ! ~qi ,q j18!dn j j2i~1 !#G
5iV j j8dn j j8
i~1 !
2Fq jd i jd i j8 /m . ~46!
If one uses the simplified transport equation ~40!, then the analogs of Eqs. ~46! and ~45! are the standard equations
2Fq j /m5
m
2 (j8
@W j j8
~1 !
~q j ,q j8!dn j8
~1 !
2W j j8
~0 !
~q j ,q j8!dn j
~1 !# ,
~47!
s5
e2
2pF (j q jdn j
~1 !
,
with W j j8
(b)(q j ,q j8)[W j j8 j8 j
(b) (q j ,q j8), dn j[dn j jj .
E. Comparison with scattering by bulk imperfections
Transport processes with scattering by bulk impurities al-
most never exhibit any anomalies related to the off-diagonal
terms in j . This difference between bulk-defined and wall-
defined transport should be explained.
Wall-defined transport requires averaging of surface inho-
mogeneities along coordinates y ,z ~11!, which results in the
2D d function d(q12q28), i.e., the average momentum con-
servation law along the walls. There is no averaging over
coordinate X described by discrete indices j . Therefore, the
transition probabilities ~11! W j1 j18 j2 j28 contain terms both with
Kronecker symbols d j1 j18 or d j2 j28, originating from the terms
in energy that do not depend on X ~a discrete analog of
momentum conservation for Px), and the off-diagonal terms
originating from XPx . The latter terms are responsible for
all anomalies.
For bulk impurities, it is usually assumed that the distance
between the impurities ri!L . Then there is an additional
averaging over the impurity distribution across the film
which leads to an effective homogenization along X and the
momentum conservation law, i.e., to the d function over the
indices j ,
W j1 j18 j2 j28~q1 ,q18!!NiU j1 j18~q12q18!U j2 j28~q182q1!d j1 j28,
where Ni is the concentration of the impurities and U is the
potential distortion caused by a single impurity. What is
more, scattering processes by different impurities are often
assumed to be independent, meaning that the particle wave-
length l!ri!L . This, in turn, means that the motion across
the film is quasiclassical, and the discrete indices for the
motion across the film should be replaced by continuous con-
served momenta px :
W j1 j18 j2 j28~q1 ,q18!!NiU~p12p18!U~p182p1!d j1 j28.
Then dn j j8
i (q) are replaced by dn(p)d j j8d i j , and we recover
a standard classical transport equation. We will discuss the
quasiclassical limit for Eq. ~38! in more detail in the next
subsection.
If the number of bulk impurities on the thickness of the
film is not large, there is no averaging over the coordinate X .
In this case, one can neglect the off-diagonal terms in the
transport equation only if the matrix U j j8 is diagonal. If U j j8
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is not diagonal, one immediately encounters the same prob-
lems as in the preceding sections for scattering by rough
walls, and the transport equation for thin films with impuri-
ties assumes the anomalous form ~38!. We did not find the
analysis of this situation in the literature.
F. Quasiclassical limit
In general, one should be cautious when studying the qua-
siclassical limit of thick films for ballistic particles. There is
always some constructive or destructive interference between
direct and reflected particles depending on whether the quan-
tum numbers j are even or odd. Without bulk attenuation,
this interference does not disappear irrespective of how thick
is the film. Therefore, the situation is not ‘‘quasiclassical’’ in
a rigorous sense, and there could be a residual oscillatory
dependence on the level index even for thick films. This
situation is analogous to the following well-known paradox
in optics. Suppose one wants to evaluate optical reflection
from a semi-infinite space by using the results on reflection
from films in an infinitely thick film limit. To get the classi-
cal result, one should not only take the limit of very thick
films, but should also introduce some infinitely small bulk
attenuation. Without the attenuation, the results strongly de-
pend on whether the film thickness is equal to an even or odd
number of half wavelengths, and a unique thick film limit
simply does not exist. In this paper we disregard bulk attenu-
ation and some of the results for ‘‘quasiclassical’’ thick films
retain residual quantum features of interwall interference.
The quasiclassical thick film limit L@l involves a large
number of energy minibands S@1 with a narrow spacing
V j j85(p2/2mL2)( j22 j82) and large quantum numbers, j
@1. The interband transitions j$ j8 are significant, accord-
ing to Eqs. ~10! and ~11!, only for 1;u j2 j8u! j , j8. We
introduce continuous variables as p j /L!px1kx/2, p j8/L
!px2kx/2, and V j j85pxkx /m with kx!px . In the collision
integral ~30!, we, as usual, neglect v and k thus disregarding
the gradient terms and replacing g j j8 for small u j2 j8u by
diagonal g j j :
S v2 kp
m
D g j j5i(
j8
E d2q82p W j j8 j8 j~q,q8,q8,q!@g j8 j88 d~q02e1m!2g j jd~q02e81m!# ,
~48!
g5g~q0 ,q!, g85g~q0 ,q8!, e5e jq , e85e j8q8
~in the LHS, p and k are already the 3D vectors, while in the RHS we still have 2D vectors q and summation over discrete
variable j8). Now we can introduce the density Eq. ~31!:
S v2 kp
m
D dn j~q!52pi(
j8
E d2q8
~2p!2 W j j8 j8 j~q,q8,q8,q!@dn j8~q8!2dn j~q!#d~e jq2e j8q8!. ~49!
In W j j8 j8 j(q,q8,q8,q) ~15! we should keep only the terms ~16! that do not vanish in combination with the energy d function
in the integrand,
p j
L !px , dn j~q!!dn~p!,
~50!
W j j8 j8 j~q,q8!!W~p,p8!5
px
2px8
2
m2L2
@z11~q82q!1z22~q82q!12z12~q82q!~21 ! j1 j8# .
The last, oscillatory term with (21) j1 j8 violates the quasiclassical nature of this expression and describes the inherent
interference for ballistic particles reflected from the opposite sides of the ~thick! film which is mentioned in the beginning of
this section. Without interwall correlation, z1250, or when the averaging ~summation! over j8 makes this oscillatory term
disappear, we get the truly quasiclassical transport equation
S v2 kp
m
D dn~p!5 2pi
m2L
E d3p8
~2p!3
px
2px8
2@z11~q82q!1z22~q82q!#@dn~p8!2dn~p!#dS p22m 2 p8
2
2m D . ~51!
The same equation appears in the presence of small residual bulk attenuation, which makes the interwall correlations irrelevant
for thick films.
In two cases, the complication caused by the oscillatory terms (21) j1 j8z12 can be circumvented. The core issue is the
dependence of the correlation function z on the quantum numbers j , j8. If the correlation function is a slow function of j8, then
the summation over j8 in Eq. ~49! with W ~50! makes the contribution from the rapidly oscillating interwall term with
(21) j1 j8z12 small in comparison to the intrawall term z111z22 , and one recovers Eq. ~51!.
If the wall-induced interband transitions are suppressed in comparison with the intraband scattering, the dependence of the
correlation function z on the quantum numbers j , j8 reduces to d j j8 . Then the correlation functions z ik(q82q) effectively
contain the d functions d(q82q), and the summation over j8 becomes trivial:
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S v2 kp
m
D dn~p!5 2pi
m2L E d
3p8
~2p!3 px
2px8
2@z11~q82q!1z22~q82q!12z12~q82q!#@dn~p8!2dn~p!#dS p22m 2 p8
2
2m D .
~52!
A simple ‘‘quasiclassical’’ extrapolation for the oscillating interwall term (21) j1 j8z12 is to replace it by z12 cos@L(px
2px8)#:
S v2 kp
m
D dn~p!5 2pi
m2L E d
3p8
~2p!3 px
2px8
2@dn~p8!2dn~p!#dS p22m 2 p8
2
2m D
3$z11~q82q!1z22~q82q!12 cos@L~px2px8!#z12~q82q!%. ~53!
A more accurate quasiclassical approach to the oscillating
term in Eq. ~50! for the Gaussian correlation function in the
whole range of parameters ~especially when R;L) is virtu-
ally impossible. It is easy to see that transport beyond the
limiting cases ~51! and ~52! is dominated by particles with
low quantum numbers j and the accuracy of the quasiclassi-
cal approach is relatively low anyway.
IV. GENERAL ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR TRANSPORT
COEFFICIENTS
One of the difficulties in solving the transport equation is
the large number of accessible minibands S which results in
a high rank of the matrix transport equation. The transport
equation has simple analytical solutions in three limiting
cases of narrow clearances, R/L@1, single-band occupancy,
and long-wave particles, pFR;RS/L!1. In these cases, the
difference between the standard and anomalous equations
~46! and ~47! is insignificant, and one should analyze only
Eq. ~47!. In the first case, the gaps between minibands e j are
large in comparison to the wall-induced perturbation, and the
collision-induced interband transitions are ineffective in
comparison with the intraband scattering. This makes the
matrix W j j8 diagonal and simplifies the oscillating interwall
term in W j j8 ~16!. Then s is determined by the angular har-
monics of the correlators z ik(qj2qj8) on the Fermi surfaces
e jq5m:
s5pe2S Lp D
4
(j
n~z !2 j2
j4@Y j~0 !2Y j~1 !#
,
~54!
Y j
~0,1![Y~0,1!~z j!5z11
~0,1!1z22
~0,1!12z12
~0,1!
.
The dependence on the interwall correlations z12 is trivial
and remains the same even in the quasiclassical limit.
In the case of single-band occupancy, the matrix equation
becomes scalar with the result the same as Eqs. ~54! without
summation:
s5pe2S Lp D
4 n~z !21
@Y1
~0 !2Y1
~1 !#
. ~55!
For the long-wave particles, the 2D scattering is almost
specular irrespective of the details of the scattering potential
~quantum reflection!. All the scattering probabilities are con-
stants with the first harmonic equal to zero, and the summa-
tion over j8 yields
s5
3e2L4/p3
S~S11 !~2S11 !@z11~0 !1z22~0 !# (j51
S
n~z !2 j2
j2~11J j!
,
~56!
J j5
6
2S11
~21 ! j1Sz12~0 !
z11~0 !1z22~0 !
, z ik~0 ![z ik~q50 !.
Since the terms with the smallest j make the largest con-
tribution to the sum, the contribution of the interwall term J
is an oscillating function of the total number of the occupied
miniband S . The interwall term J rapidly declines with the
increase in S and disappears in the quasiclassical limit S
@1. The typical behavior of the conductivity s ~56! at pFR
;RS/L!1 for moderate S is illustrated in Sec. V D.
For the intermediate values of R , the contribution of in-
terwall correlations should be studied numerically for par-
ticular forms of the correlation functions of surface inhomo-
geneities.
V. TRANSPORT COEFFICIENTS FOR GAUSSIAN
CORRELATIONS OF SURFACE INHOMOGENEITIES
A. Parametrization of equations
In this section we supplement general expressions by ana-
lytical and numerical solutions for Gaussian correlations of
surface inhomogeneities ~3!. For numerical calculations we
need to rewrite the equations and matrix elements W j j18 j2 j8
(0,1) in
dimensionless variables similar to those used in Ref. 40.
The 2D density of spin-12 particles N j and the longitudinal
Fermi momentum q j in each occupied miniband j are given
by the overall chemical potential ~Fermi energy! m5eF as
N j5q j
2/2p , ~p j /L !21q j252mm , ~57!
while m is determined self-consistently by the total density of
particles N ,
N5(j
S
N j5mSm/p2pS~S11 !~2S11 !/12L2, ~58!
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where S is the number of occupied minibands. Instead of m,
q j , and N j we use dimensionless variables n and z j ,
n52mm~L/p!2, z j52N jL2/p5q j
2L2/p2,
~59!
z[( z j52NL2/p .
Then Eq. ~57! can be rewritten as
z j5n2 j2, z5nS2S~S11 !~2S11 !/6. ~60!
All the minibands with the indices j.S are empty, z j.S
50. The changes in number of occupied minibands S
51,2,3,4, . . . occur at z5ZS , ZS5S32S(S11)(2S11)/6
50,3,13,34,70... . The number of occupied levels S for
the given value of z52NL2/p is the integer part of n1/2(z),
S5Int@An#5Int@Az/S1~S11 !~2S11 !/6# . ~61!
Computationally, it is more convenient to fix the number of
bands S and to determine the interval of the values of z and
n, which corresponds to this number of bands S .
The transport equation ~46! with dimensionless distribu-
tion function k j j8
i
and transition probabilities W˜ j j18 j2 j8
(0,1)
,
dn j j8
i~1 !
52
FL3
p4l2 k j j8
i
,
~62!
W j j18 j2 j8
~0,1!
~qi ,ql!5
2p5l2R2
m2L6 W
˜ j j18 j2 j8
~0,1!
~zi ,zl!,
reduces to the set of dimensionless linear equations
R2
2L2 (j18 , j2 ,l
k j18 j2
l FW˜ j j18 j2 j8~1 ! ~zi ,zl!~d i j1d i j8!2(k d il@W˜ jkk j18~0 ! ~zl ,zk!d j2 j81W˜ j2kk j8~0 ! ~zl ,zk!d j j18#G
5i
L2
2p3l2 ~ j
22 j82!k j j8
i
1Az jd i jd i j8 ~63!
while the conductivity is described by the dimensionless function P(z ,R/L),
s5
2e2L2
p4l2 PS z , RL D , PS z , RL D52 14 (i , j Azik j ji . ~64!
In the same notations, the standard transport equation ~47! has the form
Az j5
R2
L2 (j8
@W˜ j j8 j8 j
~1 !
~z j ,z j8!k j82W˜ j j8 j8 j
~0 !
~z j ,z j8!k j# , k j[k j j
j
,
~65!
s5
2e2L2
p4l2 P
˜ S z , RL D , P˜ S z , RL D52 14 (j Az jk j .
Further calculations require specific expressions for transition probabilities W˜ ~11!, ~16!, and ~62!.
B. Transition probabilities
Though it is possible to perform the computation with all parameters in the correlation functions z i j ,z˜ i j , it is worth limiting
the number of independent parameters. We assume that all the intrawall and interwall correlation radii Rik are the same, while
the average heights l i j of inhomogeneities are different, l ik
2 5aikl2, though of the same scale l ,
z i j52pai jl2R2exp@2~q82q!2R2/2# . ~66!
Then the harmonics W˜ j j8 j8 j
(0,1) (z j ,z j8) ~11! in the simplified transport equation Eq. ~65! are equal to
W˜ j j8 j8 j
~0,1!
5@a111a2212a12~21 ! j1 j8# j2 j82Q0~0,1!~z jz j8!. ~67!
The zeroth and first angular harmonics Q0(0,1) of the exponent in the correlation function z i j ~66! are expressed via hypergeo-
metric functions 1F1 in the same way as in Refs. 42 and 40:
Q0~0,1!~zi ,zl!5expF2~Azi2Azl!2 p2R22L2 GF 1F1S 12,2,22Azizl p2R2L2 D61F1S 32,2,22Azizl p2R2L2 D G , ~68!
In the next subsection, we compare transport coefficients given by the full transport equation ~63! and its simplified version
~65!. Since the full equation is already too cumbersome, we assume, for this particular task, that all normal and supplemental
intrawall correlations z ii ,z˜ ii are the same, and that there are no interwall correlations:
z115z225z˜ 115z˜ 2252pl2R2 exp@2~q82q!2R2/2# , z125z˜ 1250 ~69!
@the interwall correlations are analyzed in Sec. V F#. Then the transition probabilities W˜ j j18 j2 j8(zi ,zl ,cos x) ~11!,
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W˜ j j18 j2 j85@~21 !
j1 j181 j21 j811#exp@2~zi1zl22Azizlcos x!p2R2/2L2#
3H S j2d j j182 14 ~ i22l2!2d j j18zi1zl22Azizlcos x 2~ i22l2! ~12d j j18! j j18j1822 j2 D
3S j22d j2 j82 14 ~ i22l2!2d j2 j8zi1zl22Azizlcos x 1~ i22l2! ~12d j2 j8! j2 j8j822 j22 D
1
1
4
~ i22l2!2zizlsin2 x
~zi1zl22Azizlcos x!2
d j j18d j2 j8J , ~70!
have the angular harmonics W˜ j j18 j2 j8
(0,1) (zi ,zl),
W˜ j j18 j2 j8
~b!
5@~21 ! j1 j181 j21 j811#~ i22l2!2
3H Q0~b!F S j2d j j18i22l2 2 ~12d j j18! j j18j1822 j2 D S j2
2d j2 j8
i22l2 1
~12d j2 j8! j2 j8
j822 j22 D 2 d j j18d j2 j816 G
2
i22l2
4 Q1
~b!Fd j j18 ~12d j2 j8! j2 j8j822 j22 2d j2 j8 ~12d j j18! j j18j1822 j2 1 d j j18d j2 j8i22l2 S j221 j22 zi1zl2 D G J ,
~71!
Qa~b!~zi ,zl!52E
0
2p exp@2~zi1zl22Azizlcos x!p2R2/2L2#
~zi1zl22Azizlcos x!a
cosbx
dx
2p
@both Greek indices a,b take the values ~0,1!#. The hyper-
geometric integrals Q0(0,1) are given by Eq. ~68!; integrals Q1
cannot be expressed via special functions.
C. Transport in the anomalous region
This subsection illustrates the role of anomalous off-
diagonal terms in the transport equation. We performed nu-
merical calculations for conductivity on the basis of the full
transport equation ~63! and ~64! and the standard equation
~65! for the same values of parameters. We used the transi-
tion probabilities W˜ with the Gaussian correlation of surface
inhomogeneities ~3! assuming that all the intrawall correla-
tors are the same for both walls, and that there are no inter-
wall correlations. For the full transport equation we used the
transition probabilities ~70!, and for the simplified equation
we used Eq. ~67! with a115a2251, a1250.
Let us specify the range of parameters where one should
expect noticeable off-diagonal contributions. The off-
diagonal terms should be retained when V j j8;W , i.e., ac-
cording to Eq. ~68!, when
1;
l2R2 j3
L4
1
11~R/L !3~S22 j2!3/2 , ~72!
where we disregarded all numerical factors and approxi-
mated 1F1(3/2,2,2x) as 1/@11x3/2# . The difference S2
2 j2 is either of the order of S2 or of the order of S . If S2
2 j2;S2, then Eq. ~72! is always violated, V j j8@W , and we
return to the simplified transport equation. Equation ~72! can
be valid only for
S22 j2;S ~73!
and either for
S.
L2
R2 ,
l2
LR S
3/2;1 ~74!
or for
S,
L2
R2 ,
lR
L2 S
3/2;1. ~75!
Only then is there a noticeable difference between the full
and simplified transport equation.
The computations with large values of S are very difficult
since the number of equations ~63! grows as 2S3. To see the
off-diagonal contributions at moderate S , we should consider
noticeable amplitudes l , though within the limits of the per-
turbation theory ~8!, l!L ,R . The conditions ~74! and ~75!
break down both at small S;1 and at very large values of S .
Since the number of occupied bands S is a monotonic func-
tion of the density of particles N ~or dimensionless variable
z), the difference between the full and simplified transport
equations can be observed only at intermediate values of S
~or z).
This effect is illustrated in Fig. 2 for a115a2251, a12
50, R/L50.5, and the amplitude of inhomogeneities l/R
50.2. For these values of R and L , the largest deviation of
the full function P(z ,R/L) ~64! ~bold line in Fig. 2! from the
function P˜ (z ,R/L) ~65! calculated from a standard transport
equation without off-diagonal terms ~dotted line! should be
observed at S'13 when the number of equations exceeds
4000. After that, the two curves should start to converge
again. Since all the coefficients in the equations are compli-
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cated hypergeometric integrals, memory limitations allowed
computation only up to S510 when the anomalous off-
diagonal contribution exceeded 10%. To shift the maximal
effect to smaller values of S , one would have to perform
computations for inhomogeneities with larger l . This, in
turn, would lower the accuracy of all expressions.
Small spikes on the bold line correspond to filling of
higher energy bands with the increase in the number of par-
ticles z . It is not clear why the solution of the simplified
transport equation does not exhibit these singularities for the
same set of parameters. In general, our analysis of the sim-
plified equation in Ref. 40 showed that the acuteness of these
singularities strongly depends on the value R/L ~see below!.
Figure 2 demonstrates that the conductivity in the anoma-
lous regions ~74! and ~75! differs significantly from its value
given by the standard transport equation. The data in Fig. 2
are the first exact transport computations for the anomalous
region.
D. Analytical results: Quantized motion
In this subsection we present analytical results for the
conductivity for Gaussian correlation of surface inhomoge-
neities outside the anomalous regions ~74! and ~75! in the
same limiting cases as in Sec. IV B, namely, when R/L@1
or pFR!1 for an arbitrary number of occupied bands S @the
Fermi momentum pF
2 52pN/S1(p/L)2(S11)(2S11)/6]
and for the case of single-band occupancy.
In the first case, R/L@1, both walls are very close to each
other, and multiple scattering occurs within the same inho-
mogeneity. In this case z j(p2R2/2L2)@1 ~except, maybe,
for the highest miniband in which the number of particles zS
can be small! and the exponents exp@2(p2R2/2L2)(Az j
2Az j8)2# in functions Q0(0,1) ~68! are negligible for all j
Þ j8 and can be replaced by the Kronecker symbol d j j8 . This
means that the interband transitions are effectively sup-
pressed, and the set of equations ~65! is diagonal:
k j52
L2Az j
2R2 j4~a111a2212a12!1F1@3/2,2,22p2R2z j /L2# . ~76!
Then the conductivity ~65! is equal to
s5
2e2L2
p4l2 P
˜ ~z ,R/L !, P˜ ~z ,R/L !5
L2
8R2~a111a2212a12! (j51
S~z !
z j
1F1@3/2,2,22p2R2z j /L2# j4 . ~77!
For all terms in the sum, except maybe the last one, for which zS may be small, the argument of the hypergeometric
function is large, 2p2R2z j /L2@1. Since
x2@1, 1F1~2n21 !/2,n ,2x2. ~n21 !!Apx2n21 , ~78!
the conductivity ~77! reduces to @cf. Eq. ~54!#
P˜ ~z ,R/L !5
1
a111a2212a12 F p7/223/2 RL (j51S~z !21 @n~z !2 j2#5/2j4 1 L28R2 zS
1F1F32,2,22p2R2zS /L2GS4G . ~79!
FIG. 2. P(z ,R/L), Eq. ~64! ~solid line! and P˜ (z ,R/L), Eq. ~65! ~dotted line!, as a function of particle density z52NL2/p for R/L
50.5 and R/l55, a115a2251, a1250.
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Even for not very large S , the second term in the square brackets is small in comparison with the first one, while the sum itself
converges faster than the sum (1/j45p4/90.1.082 and is squeezed between (n21)5/2 and 1.082(n21)5/2. Therefore, it is
sufficient to leave in this equation only the first few terms in the sum,
P˜ ~z ,R/L !.
1
a111a2212a12
p7/2
23/2
R
L F @n~z !21#5/21 @n~z !24#
5/2
16
1
@n~z !29#5/2
81
1flG . ~80!
This P˜ (z ,R/L) is a smooth function of the number of particles z52NL2/p , and the singularities in the points where S
changes by 1 @an appearance of a new term in the sum ~80!# are not noticeable.
In the case of single-band occupancy ~55!, the general result for conductivity is similar to Eqs. ~77!:
s5
2e2L2
p4l2 P
˜ ~z ,R/L !, P˜ ~z ,R/L !5
L2
8R2~a111a2212a12!
z1
1F1@3/2,2,22p2R2z1 /L2#
. ~81!
The function P˜ (z ,R/L) ~79! is plotted in Fig. 3 for R/L550, a115a2251, and two values of a12 , a1250 ~thick line! and
a1250.75 ~dotted line!. The intermediate line presents the quasiclassical results for a1250 and the same value R/L . All the
curves, in accordance with Eq. ~79!, are simple monotonic functions of the number of particles z; the effect of interwall
correlations @a12 in the denominators ~77!–~80!# is noticeable, though trivial.
In the second limiting case pFR!1, the parameters RAz j/L!1, and all the hypergeometric functions in coefficients Q ~68!
are equal to 1. Then the set of transport equations ~65! reduces to
Az j52
2R2 j2
L2 k j (j851
S~z !
j82@a111a2212a12~21 ! j1 j8# . ~82!
After trivial summation, we get
k j52
3L2Az j
R2S~S11 ! j2@~a111a22!~2S11 !16a12~21 ! j1S# ~83!
and the dimensionless conductivity ~65! becomes @cf. Eq. ~56!#
P˜ S z , RL D5 3L
2/4R2
S~z !@S~z !11#@2S~z !11#
1
a111a22
(j51
S~z !
n~z !2 j2
j2@11J j# ,
~84!
J j5
6
2S11
~21 ! j1Sa12
a111a22
.
FIG. 3. P˜ (z ,R/L), Eq. ~65!, as a function of particle density z52NL2/p for R/L550, a115a2251. Solid line: a1250 ~quantum!; dotted
line: a1250.75 ~quantum!; thin line: a1250 ~quasiclassical!.
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This function is plotted in Figs. 4 ~large values of S) and 5
~small S) for R/L50.001, a115a2251, and two values of
the interwall amplitude a1250 ~solid line! and a1250.75
~dotted line!. Figure 5 presents the blow-up of the initial part
of Fig. 4 for small numbers of particles z ~small number of
occupied states S) on a different scale.
Equation ~84! contains the number of filled levels S(z)
explicitly in the denominator. In the points z5ZS5S3
2S(S11)(2S11)/6 the number of levels S increases by
DS51 and we see sharp drops in P˜ (z ,R/L). The relative
amplitude of these singularities should decrease with increas-
ing S as 1/S . Also, with increasing S , P˜ ~84! becomes less
and less dependent on the interwall term with a12 and the
solid and dotted curves in Fig. 4 (large S) merge. The dif-
ference between these two curves at small S ~Fig. 5! is quite
large. Later, we will discuss the effect of interwall correla-
tions in more detail.
Equation ~84! for P˜ (z ,R/L) can be simplified at S@1
and Zs'2S3/3 as
P˜ S z , RL D5 p
2L2@11~z2ZS!/S3~z !#
16R2~a111a22!S~z !
,
~85!
s5
11~z2ZS!/S3~z !
8p2S~z !
e2L4
l2R2
1
a111a22
.
This function still contains sawlike singularities in the points
z5ZS where S(z) increases by 1.
E. Analytical results: Quasiclassical motion
In the case of Gaussian correlations ~66!, the quasiclassi-
cal transport equation ~51!, ~52! has the form
FIG. 5. Initial part of the curve from Fig. 4. Solid line: a1250; dotted line: a1250.75.
FIG. 4. P˜ (z ,R/L), Eq. ~65! as a function of particle density z52NL2/p for R/L50.01, a115a2251 The results for a1250;0.75 are
indistinguishable.
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L2
R2
Az~h!
$aˆ %
5E
0
An
dh8h2h82expF2 p2R22L2 @Az~h!2Az~h8!#2GF @k~h8!2k~h!#1F1S 12 ;2;22p2 R2L2 Az~h!z~h8! D
2@k~h8!1k~h!#1F1S 32 ;2;22p2 R
2
L2
Az~h!z~h8! D G ,
~86!
where $aˆ % is an appropriate combination of amplitudes aik
from Eqs. ~51! and ~52!, h5pL/p is the dimensionless mo-
mentum, the number of particles z(h)5n2h2 with momen-
tum h is the quasiclassical analog of the discrete z j
52N jL2/p , and k(h)52p4l2dn(h)/FL3 describes the de-
viation of the distribution function from equilibrium. In these
notations, the conductivity is
s5
2e2L2
p4l2 P
˜ ~pFL ,R/L !, P˜ 52
1
4 E0
An
dhk~h!Az~h!.
~87!
In the limiting case pFR;pRAn/L!1 and S;An@1,
as in the corresponding quantum case, the interwall corre-
lations vanish from the equation, and the proper combi-
nation of amplitudes is $aˆ %5a111a22 . The arguments
2p2R2Az(h)z(h8)/L2 of the hypergeometric functions are
small, 1F1( 12 ;2;0)'1F1( 32 ;2;0)'1, and
k~h!52
3L2
2R2
1
a111a22
Az~h!
n3/2h2
. ~88!
The integral ~87! for the function P˜ (pFL ,R/L) with k~h!
~88! diverges at small p as 1/p . This divergence is natural:
there is always a small number of particles with momenta
parallel to the walls and, therefore, infinite mean free paths.
This leads to a formal divergence of the integrand at px
!0 and requires a cutoff at small px . The cutoff parameter
is determined either by bulk scattering or, in our case of
ballistic particles without bulk attenuation, by the minimum
momentum px;p/L . Since this is a quantum cutoff, the
exact proportionality coefficient between the cutoff value
(px)min and p/L cannot be guessed from the quasiclassical
equations. We can either omit this coefficient or take it from
the comparison with the exact quantum result ~85!, hmin
56/p2 :
s5
2e2L2
p4l2 P
˜ ~pFR ,R/L !5
p3
8
e2L2
p4l2
L
pFR2
1
a111a22
.
~89!
This curve is presented as a bold line in Fig. 6 for R/L
51023. The sawlike thin line presents the exact quantum
expression ~85!. The highest values of z in this figure corre-
spond to more than a hundred occupied bands. At even
higher values of the number of particles z , the inequality
pFR;RS/L!1 will be violated, and the quasiclassical and
quantum curves will diverge.
In the opposite limiting case, R/L@1 and S@1, the ex-
ponents exp@(2p2R2/2L2)(Az j2Az j8)2# with jÞ j8 in Eq.
~86! should be neglected in comparison with the ones with
j5 j8. The same is true for hypergeometric functions. Then
the only important terms with (21) j1 j8 in Eqs. ~51! and
~52! are equal to 1, and the proper combination of the am-
plitudes is $aˆ %5a111a2212a12 . The solution of the trans-
port equation has the form
k~h!52&p7/2
R
L
1
a111a2212a12
z2~h!
h4
.
The integral ~87! also diverges at small p as 1/p3. The quan-
tum cutoff hmin5(30/p4)1/3 yields
FIG. 6. P˜ (z ,R/L), Eq. ~65!, as a function of particle density z52NL2/p for R/L50.001, a115a2251, a1250. Smooth line, quasiclas-
sical calculation ~89!; sawlike curve, quantum calculation ~85!.
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s5
2e2L2
p4l2 P
˜ ~pFR ,R/L !,
~90!
P˜ 5
1
45 S p2 D
5/2 L4RpF
5
a111a2212a12
.
This curve for R/L550 and a1250 is presented in Fig. 3
~thin line!. The divergence between the quantum and quasi-
classical curves is caused by a choice of the cutoff parameter
and is deceptive. The cutoff parameter reconciles Eq. ~90!
with the main term n5/2 in Eq. ~80!. As a result, the relative
difference between the quasiclassical and quantum curves
decreases with an increasing number of particles z , while the
absolute value of this difference goes up as n3/2.
For quasiclassical calculations in the intermediate range,
one can use Eq. ~53!, which reproduces the limits ~89! and
~90!, and provides a good approximation in-between. As it
was mentioned earlier, the accuracy of the quasiclassical ap-
proach in this intermediate range is low.
F. Effect of interwall correlations of inhomogeneities
The effect of interwall correlations a12Þ0 on conductiv-
ity is determined by the oscillating term (21) j1 j8a12 in tran-
sition probabilities ~16! and ~67! and strongly depends on
R/L .
In general, the correlations of inhomogeneities affect the
motion of particles either as a result of interference of con-
secutive ‘‘classical’’ collisions or as a result of a purely
quantum multiple scattering on the scale of the particle
wavelength. While the intrawall correlations are important
only for the second effect, the interwall correlations can ap-
pear, depending on the parameters, as a result of both effects.
The consecutive scatterings from the opposite walls are
correlated only to the extent to which the inhomogeneity
j(y2 ,z2) in the place of the second collision is correlated
with the inhomogeneity j(y1 ,z1) in the place of the first one.
If the walls are very close, R/L@1, the (y ,z) coordinates of
both collisions are close to each other, and both scattering
processes occur on the ‘‘same’’ inhomogeneity ~if the inho-
mogeneities on the opposite walls are correlated!. Then the
transport coefficients in the second order in scattering should
depend on the interwall correlations a12 in the same way as
on the intrawall ones. In agreement with this simple expla-
nation, the conductivity at large values of R/L is a mono-
tonically decreasing function of a12 , Eq. ~79! for all values
of S , and the correlation amplitudes enter in the combination
a111a2212a12 . This result is illustrated in Fig. 3 ~the solid
line corresponds to a115a2251, a1250; the dotted line cor-
responds to a115a2251, a1250.75). Note, that in this case
l,L!R , and the ‘‘quantum’’ interference effects for inter-
wall collisions are smaller than classical.
In the opposite case of R/L!1, the (y ,z) coordinates of
collisions with the opposite walls are separated from each
other by a distance much larger than the size of the inhomo-
geneities. Therefore, the consecutive collisions are, on aver-
age, uncorrelated even if there is strong interwall correlations
of inhomogeneities on the scale R . In this case, the depen-
dence on the interwall correlations a12 should disappear from
the equations. The only exception is the ultraquantum case
l;L when both consecutive collisions are within the same
quantum ‘‘reaction zone’’ and, obviously, interfere with each
other. Since the typical values of the wavelength l;1/pF
;L/S , the interwall correlations for R/L!1 should be no-
ticeable only for small S . This situation is illustrated by Eqs.
~84! and ~85! for pFR!1. At large S ~Fig. 4!, the contribu-
tion from the interwall correlation amplitude a12 has a purely
oscillatory character and vanishes completely from the equa-
tions after the summation ~averaging! over the energy levels
j8. When S is small ~Fig. 5!, the summation over j8 is in-
sufficient to mask interwall correlations and the interwall
contribution is an oscillating function of S: the dotted line
(a1250.75) is either above or below the solid line
(a1250), depending on the value of S . At larger S ~Fig. 4!,
the dotted line becomes indistinguishable from the solid one.
Away from these limiting cases, the contribution from
interwall correlations to the scattering probability is charac-
terized by the factor a12(21) j1 j8 without any general re-
strictions on relevant values of j , j8. The resulting effect can
be, depending on parameters, constructive, as in Eq. ~79!,
destructive, or mixed, as in Fig. 5. The destructive interfer-
ence is illustrated in Fig. 7 for five values of a12
50;0.5;0.75;0.95;1.0 and an intermediate value of R/L
FIG. 7. P˜ (z ,R/L), Eq. ~65! as a function of particle density z52NL2/p for R/L50.5, a115a2251, and five different values of a12
50;0.5;0.75;0.95;1.0.
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50.5. For this R/L , the singularities in the points when the
number S of the occupied bands changes are not well pro-
nounced and are even more suppressed by interwall correla-
tions. At a1251, the effect of interwall correlations can be
anomalously large. The kernel of the transport equation, i.e.,
the transition probability W , contains the correlation ampli-
tudes in combination a111a2212a12(21) j1 j8. If a1251,
this kernel is zero for certain values of j8 thus strongly af-
fecting the solution. This is reflected in a rapid increase in
conductivity when a12!1.
G. Comparison with other recent transport calculations
Recent advances in nanotechnology, quantum wells,
etc., brought into being numerous publications on transport
in ultranarrow channels with rough bound-
aries.19–23,25–32,34,40–42,50,51,52 Of these, only Refs. 23, 25, 28,
and 34 have quantum expressions for transport coefficients
via the correlation function of surface roughness that can be
compared to our previous40–42 and current results.
First, this work is the only one that reveals and explores
the anomalous quantum regime for the transport equation.
All previous publications use a standard transport equation.
Second, we present a systematic analysis of the effect of
interwall correlations on transport.
Away from the anomalous region and apart of interwall
correlations, our result ~84! for long wave particles pFR!1
at a1250 coincide with Eq. ~13! of the first Ref. 23 and Eq.
~3.13! of Ref. 28. Both papers do not contain many analytical
or numerical results beyond this limit. Note that the case
pFR!1 is not sensitive to the particular form of the corre-
lation function and is, effectively, the case of d-type correla-
tions ~4! and quantum reflection.
Fishman and Calecki23 replaced the quantum problem
with random boundary conditions by a problem with random
bulk Hamiltonian. The exact mapping is achieved by our
Hamiltonian ~7! with the matrix elements ~10!. The authors
of Ref. 23 choose a much simpler Hamiltonian with the ma-
trix elements that correspond to the first term in Eqs. ~10!
~with one rough wall!. This turned out to be a good model: as
we demonstrated in Sec. II, only this part of the exact matrix
element contributes to the Boltzmann-Waldmann-Snider
transport equations ~13! and ~17!. Therefore, the transport
equation of Ref. 23 was the same as our truncated equations
~13! and ~17!, though with inhomogeneities on only one wall
and, therefore, without interwall terms. Thus the authors of
Ref. 23, might, in principle, obtain our analytical results out-
side the anomalous region and/or numerical results of Ref.
40. The quantum transport equation for the anomalous region
or interwall terms cannot be reproduced by the method in
Ref. 23 because of the simplified mapping of the boundary
problem onto the bulk.
Kawabata25 analyzed 1D channels with rough walls with
the help of ‘‘adiabatic’’ wave functions C
;exp(iqy)sin$pj@x1L/22j2(y)#/@L2j1(y)2j2(y)#% ~in
the notations of our paper! without specifying the ‘‘adia-
batic’’ conditions. The use of such a wave function requires
a slow variation of shape along the channel, qR@ j , j l/L .
Though these conditions were sufficient for calculation of
the matrix elements and the reflection coefficient, transport
calculations in Ref. 25 required use of the perturbative
Boltzmann equation with an extra condition of the smallness
of the wall corrugation. As a result, the transport restrictions
in Ref. 25 are equivalent to supplementing our Eq. ~8!, l
!R ,L , by a strong extra condition qR@S which is similar to
that of the limiting cases in our Secs. IV and V, R@L . This
means that Ref. 25 completely misses the anomalous region
and operates with the matrix elements ~2.15! that coincide
exactly with our Eq. ~10! if Eq. ~10! is simplified outside the
anomalous region by using p2 j21q25p2 j821q82. Trans-
port calculations in Ref. 25 for the limiting case R@L are
performed only for one and two occupied minibands (S
51;2) and are much less general than our analytical and
numerical multiband results of Secs. IV and V for an arbi-
trary relation between R and L . Reference 25, in contrast to
previous calculations, contains the interwall term in the ma-
trix elements ~2.15!; however, the analysis of the effect of
interwall correlations on transport is missing.
The authors of Ref. 28 used the S matrix37 for scattering
by one random rough wall in order to derive the quasiclas-
sical boundary condition for the distribution function. The
authors solved the quasiclassical Boltzmann transport equa-
tion with this boundary condition, and calculated the conduc-
tivity ~the low-momentum cutoff, in contrast to Sec. IV E,
was fixed by impurity scattering!. The transition to the quan-
tum equations was achieved by replacing px by p j /L and
summation over j instead of integration. This procedure ef-
fectively replaced the inversion of matrices when solving the
quantum matrix transport equation by quantization of the
classically inverted operator. This approach is valid for
pFR!1. In the presence of interband transitions, the results
based on Ref. 28 should be much less accurate. In addition,
the method in Ref. 28 cannot describe the effect of interwall
correlations or the quantum transport equation for the
anomalous region.
VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
We performed a rigorous diagrammatic derivation of the
transport equation for particles in thin films and narrow
channels with random rough walls. Together with our tech-
nique of mapping of a transport problem with scattering by
random surface inhomogeneities onto an equivalent bulk
problem, these results present a consistent approach to ~bal-
listic! transport between walls with slight random roughness.
The main finding is that the standard transport equation
fails when the distance between quantized energy levels for
the motion across the film V i j is comparable to the wall-
induced effective perturbation 1/t̂ . In this anomalous quan-
tum resonance region, the equations become more compli-
cated than and differ from those for scattering by bulk
impurities. This difference is explained by a peculiar opera-
tor form of the wall-induced effective perturbation. We ana-
lyzed the corresponding range of parameters and determined
the magnitude of the anomaly by calculating the mobility of
degenerate particles for the Gaussian correlation function of
surface inhomogeneities.
In this anomalous range our previous coordinate
transformation40–42 should be modified to make the Jacobian
J51 and the perturbation operators Hermitian. This change
brings unusual supplemental correlators of surface inhomo-
geneities into equations. Outside of this range of parameters,
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our original transformation leads to accurate results, and the
supplemental correlators disappear.
Inside this special quantum range of parameters, the ef-
fective transport equation with wall scattering is extremely
cumbersome. Beyond this range, the transport equation for
particle scattering by random rough walls is essentially the
same as for scattering by impurities and is relatively simple.
According to Eqs. ~73!–~75!, the anomalous region corre-
sponds to a moderately large number of occupied states S for
quantized finite motion across the film, when
l2S3/2/LR;1, S.L2/R2, l,R2/L
or
lS3/2R/L2;1, 1,S,L2/R2, R ,L@l.R2/L .
This anomaly can be best observed for not very small ampli-
tude of surface inhomogeneities l .
In addition to solving the transport equation with Gauss-
ian correlations numerically in a wide range of parameters,
we obtained analytical expressions for the transport coeffi-
cients in the limiting cases of long wave ballistic particles
pFR!1 and very close walls L/R!1 for both quantum and
quasiclassical motion in the direction perpendicular to the
walls and an arbitrary form of the correlation function.
The effect of interwall correlations of inhomogeneities on
opposite walls is nontrivial. Depending on parameters, the
interwall correlations can either decrease or increase particle
mobility. Sometimes the effect of interwall correlations is an
oscillating function of the number of occupied minibands S
depending on whether S is odd or even. The effect of inter-
wall correlations disappears for large S except the case of the
ultranarrow clearance between the walls.
The quasiclassical ballistic transport in thick films can
retain certain quantum interference features related to a re-
sidual constructive or destructive interference between the
particles reflected from the opposite walls irrespective of
how far apart are the walls. In this sense, the truly classical
transport results for thick films should involve finite bulk
attenuation.
The developed transport formalism provides a starting
point for a study of the interference between wall and bulk
scattering processes.
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APPENDIX A: TRANSITION PROBABILITY
Equation ~11! provides a simplified expression for the
transition probability W j1 j18 j2 j28,
^Vq1 j1 ,q18 j18Vq18 j2 ,q28 j28&j5~2p!
2W j1 j18 j2 j28~q1 ,q18!d~q12q28!.
The full expression has the form W5W (1)1W (2), where
W j1 j18 j2 j28
(1) (q1 ,q18) is given by Eq. ~11! if the interwall corre-
lation functions z˜ 12 and z˜ 21 ,
z˜ ik~q!5j i~q!j˜k~2q!, j˜ i~q!5qe ]]q E1
`
j i~aq!
da
a
,
~A1!
exist and are real. If z˜ 125z˜ 2150, one should disregard the
term z˜ 11z˜ 22 /Az11z22 in Eq. ~11!. The second part of the tran-
sition probability, W j1 j18 j2 j28
(2) (q1 ,q18), has the form
W ~2 !5
q1@e3q18#
2m2L2
q18
22q1
2
~q182q1!2
@z˜ 11~21 ! j11 j181 j21 j281z˜ 221z˜ 121z˜ 21~21 ! j11 j181 j21 j28#
3XH F S p j1L D 22 14 ~q122q182!2~q182q1!2 Gd j1 j181~q122q182! ~12d j1 j18! j1 j18j1822 j12 J d j2 j28
1H F S p j2L D 22 14 ~q122q182!2~q182q1!2 Gd j2 j282~q122q182! ~12d j2 j28! j2 j28j2822 j22 J d j1 j18C, ~A2!
where e is the unit vector perpendicular to the film, and the correlation functions z˜ ii are defined by Eq. ~12!.
In principle, we can perform all the calculations with the full transition probability W , including the term ~A2!. Because of
the factor q1@e3q18#5q1q18 sin x in W , this term will result in the presence of the harmonics with sin u in the expansion of
the transport equation in the angular Fourier harmonics ~42! and ~44!. Then we will have to look for the solution of the
transport equation in the form
dn j j8
i
~u!5
1
2 dn j j8
i~0 !
1(
s51
`
dn j j8
i~s !
cos~su!1sin u(
s51
`
dn˜ j j8
i~s !
cos~su!. ~A3!
This will lead to a doubling of Eqs. ~46!, but will not result in any new physical effect. Since we do not know the correlation
functions z˜ , and assume, in computations, that z˜5z anyway, the use of Eq. ~A2! will make the expressions for W even more
cumbersome than they already are without bringing in any new physical insight.
When the off-diagonal contributions are irrelevant and/or in the quasiclassical limit, the terms with W (2) @Eq. ~A2!#
automatically disappear from the equations because of the energy d functions d@e j(q)2e j8(q8)# in the integrands. As a result,
under these conditions the supplemental correlators z˜ become irrelevant.
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